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A post-mortem report presented to the California Horse Racing
Board Aug. 27 at Del Mar tends to support trainers who complain
that synthetic tracks lead to more hind leg injuries.

In 2008, 19 Thoroughbreds from a total of 111 that died on
synthetic tracks in the state succumbed to catastrophic hind-end
leg injuries, according to a preliminary CHRB/University of
California-Davis report.

That compared to just one death as the result of a hind-leg injury
among 65 Thoroughbreds that succumbed during racing or training
on dirt tracks during the same period, according to the report. Dr.
Hailu Kinde, who has been with the post-mortem program at UC-
Davis since 1991, presented the figures to the board.

"This actually confirms that there are additional hind-end injuries on
synthetic surfaces, which is what trainers have been telling us," said
Dr. Rick Arthur, the CHRB's equine medical director.

Sesamoid fractures resulted in 81 deaths and were the most common of fatal skeletal injuries, Kinde said.

There were a total of 351 horse deaths for all breeds within racing enclosures in the state during 2008: 163 fatalities
occurred during racing, 93 while training and 95 of non-exercise related causes such as gastro-intestinal or respiratory
problems, Kinde told the board. Equine deaths by breed broke down as follows: Thoroughbreds, 258; Quarter Horses, 86;
Standardbreds, 4; Arabians, 3.

Catastrophic breakdowns in front legs in Thoroughbreds, which numbered 135, according to the report, remained much
more prominent than hind leg breakdowns.

The 2008 totals were punctuated by an increase in Quarter Horse deaths on Los Alamitos' dirt track, which doubled over
the preceding year.

Horse deaths for all breeds have shown an increase at racetracks in the state since 2004, but Arthur noted that only in the
past couple of years has the data collection been very reliable. He said the program's full annual written report should be
available within a couple of weeks.

"I'm very pleased with the better data we are getting," Arthur said. Eventually, he hopes to be able to produce quarterly
reports on equine deaths "so we can figure out what's going on and how to respond."

Craig Fravel, executive vice president for Del Mar Thoroughbred Club, said that many of the horses that died had been
injured in prior race incidents. 

Arthur also told the board that UC-Davis is working on developing consistent test data with which to measure the various
synthetic track surfaces.

He said that such measurements are complicated by surface temperatures on synthetic tracks that are much higher than
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on traditional dirt surfaces. 

But Arthur said that in 90% of racetrack fatalities, the horse had a pre-existing injury that led to the catstrophic breakdown.

"To think that this is only a racetrack problem, and that we will solve the problem by fixing the racetracks is terribly naive,"
Arthur said.

Fravel said that Del Mar's daily maintenance schedule is usually dictated by the amount of water that is necessary to keep
moisture in the track. He disputed the complaint that synthetic tracks are inconsistent and pointed to track variants that
support his view.

In other action, the board sent out five amendments to CHRB medication rules for a 45-day public comment period. The
list was recommended by Arthur following a meeting of the CHRB's medication committee last month.

Among the proposed changes, a horse placed on the veterinarian's list for being injured or unsound would be prohibited
from working out for a 72-hour period after being placed on the list without permission from the official veterinarian. The
official vet may also require any horse on the list to undergo a physical examination to resume training.

Another amendment would prohibit any person other than a board-licensed vet from being in possession of any medication
not legally prescribed and labeled at any recognized racing or training facility. A third change would add growth hormones
to a list of banned substances designed to alter equine performance.

Two separate proposals would allow the equine medical director to direct blood samples for the purpose of testing for total
carbon dioxide (TCO2) concentrations and for other urine, blood or other test samples.

A proposal to reduce the number of "other" horses designated for testing from six to one horse was withdrawn due to the
objection of commissioner David Israel, who said "it would be a step in the wrong direction."

The board also approved the temporary waiving of its current rule on whip requirements in order to allow the use of a
softer alternative whip statewide that is in use under a "house rule" at Del Mar.
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